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~R̈ẍW©zYFl§cFz~
Name: _______________

What is Rashi’s
question on the posuk?

For
Discussion:

My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.

What is Rashi’s explanation?

What would you say
are the key words and
phrases in this Rashi?

when he took

Can you explain
the whole Rashi

in your own words?

has it not already

her praise

her placewicked peoplefrom their actions

Rashi is telling us that we could
make a mistake by easily taking

the wrong ‘p’shat’ from the posuk.
What wrong p’shat could we take?

d"k ziy`xa
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(continued)
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For
Discussion:

What is Rashi’s
question here?

What do you think
are the key words
in this Rashi?
Draw a circle
around them.

My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.

he pleaded

How does Rashi’s
explanation solve

the difficulty in the
wording of the posuk?

~R̈ẍW©zYFl§cFz~

oppositebarren

( we understand,
“on behalf of...” )

corner

listened /
granted

comparable

therefore

What is Rashi’s
question here?

For
Discussion:

How do you understand
the words that are

coloured blue? Can
you explain what

Rashi means by this?

Extra challenge!
Can you look up and learn
the following two Rashis?

:oidkze - '`:f"k ziy`xa ...opyra

:mifr iicb ipy - 'h:f"k ziy`xa
                           ...iicb ipy ike
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Understanding the Rashis! aq"c

Now let’s try to understand the main points from these Rashis...

In the first Rashi, what does Rashi mean by:

"rẄẍ zFg£̀©e rẄẍ z©A dz̈§id̈¤W Dg̈§a¦W ci¦B©d§l
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In the third Rashi, what does Rashi mean by:
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